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(Newswire.net -- December 6, 2018) -- Vancouver web design studio JuanDesign announced the launch of its local
SEO packages and social media automation services. The company uses a consultative approach to develop,
optimize, support, and market websites for individuals and businesses in the city.
More information about JuanDesign is available at https://www.juandesign.ca.
The increasing focus on Google 3-pack visibility and the growth of local SEO optimization services is driven by a
sustained trend of consumers using the platform to find local businesses. According to marketing platform developer
HubSpot, 50 percent of mobile users searched for local business locations and addresses while 78 percent of local
searches on smartphones result in an offline purchase.
JuanDesign focuses on helping consultants, charities, promoters, and small business owners market their products and
services through customized websites and a clearly defined local SEO strategy. The studio's focus is to help firms
achieve consistent visibility for general and niche local searches. The company offers four packages that cover setup,
on-page optimization, snippet recommendations, off-page SEO, rank building, and news placement for local
businesses.
The Vancouver local SEO studio's social media automation service offers access to a social media dashboard with
compliance and performance monitoring features. The dashboard allows a user to track the effectiveness of marketing
messages, suggests future content, and generate targeted leads. The platform features social post scheduling, access
to ready-to-use social content, more than 60 brand templates and 1 million stock photographs.
The Greater Vancouver web design studio has crafted mobile-ready websites, e-stores, and bespoke social media
content for clients across multiple industries including cleaning services, retail brands, real estate, and lifestyle
services.
According to a spokesperson for JuanDesign, "Helping small organizations achieve sustainable short-term and longterm growth through effective search engine visibility is at the core of our business philosophy. Our competitively priced
local SEO packages and social media automation services are designed to improve a client's local online presence and
value-driven customer interactions."
JuanDesign is a full-service web design, development, and marketing studio serving the Metro Vancouver area. The
company is headed by designer and entrepreneur Juanito Gallon and provides SEO, SEM, web design, e-commerce,
and WordPress development services. More information is available at the URL above.
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